ABSTRACT
Linguistic forms are inherently multi-dimensional. They exhibit a variety of phonological, orthographic, morphosyntactic, semantic and pragmatic properties. Accordingly, linguistic analysis involves multi-dimensional exploration, a process in which the same collection of forms are laid out in many ways until clear patterns emerge. Equally, language documentation usually contains tabulations of linguistic forms to illustrate systematic patterns and variations. In all such cases, multi-dimensional data is projected onto a two-dimensional table known as a linguistic paradigm, the most widespread format for linguistic data presentation. In this paper we survey a representative sample of paradigms and develop a simple relational data model. We show how XML technologies can be used to store and render paradigms. The result is a flexible and extensible model for the storage, interchange and delivery of linguistic paradigms.

1. INTRODUCTION
The paradigm is the most widely used data presentation format in language documentation and description. Complex multi-dimensional information is frequently presented in such a manner, such as phoneme charts, inflectional forms of words, and so forth. As a structured collection of data arranged for efficient search and retrieval, paradigms can be considered a type of database. The goal of this paper is to develop an encoding model for linguistic paradigms through consideration of a range of linguistic paradigms as found in the descriptive literature.

Bird [3] adopted the following working definition: “a paradigm (broadly construed) is any kind of rational tabulation of words or phrases to illustrate contrasts and systematic variation.” This definition needs to be extended to include content below the level of the word, such as phones or morphs. Adopting this definition excludes other tabulations used by linguists, such as certain formats for rule-based derivations and Optimality Theory tableaux, in which the content and position of table cells is dependent on theory-driven notions of ordering. Exchanging the rows or columns of such displays can change their meaning, or render them incoherent. By contrast, ordering “singular” before “plural” in linguistic paradigms is a matter of convention, and no information is distorted or lost when the ordering is reversed.

Paradigms can be viewed as a two-dimensional arrangement of elements and attributes, with optional row and column labels. The example in Figure 1 shows a paradigm for the German definite article, with number and gender labelled across the top, and case listed down the left hand side [13, 60]. The content of each cell is a word-form identifiable by its co-ordinate position.

A significant advantage of the linguistic paradigm is its ability to present complex data in tabular form, so that multiple dimensions of information can be presented in a two-dimensional table. Paradigms displayed on the printed page incorporate a variety of devices to represent more than two dimensions. The range of presentations possible for the same data set indicate that the underlying structure of the paradigm can be rendered into a variety of visual formats. The constraints inherent in the two-dimensionality of the printed page obscure the complexity inherent in the underlying model. The challenge is to clearly express dynamic multi-dimensional paradigms in the static two dimensional format of the printed medium. The present work seeks to complement the traditional display functionality with the utility provided by a structural encoding model.

This paper proposes a simple relational data model for linguistic paradigms. We demonstrate how the model can be used to derive an XML representation, permitting the data to be manipulated in a variety of ways, or to be constructed from external sources such as lexicons and interlinear texts. The presentation of a linguistic paradigm then becomes a rendering problem. The XML representation becomes a canonical underlying form which can be reused in many ways: by rendering into many different visual formats, or by direct conversion to other linguistic data models. The present work should be viewed in the context of other attempts to model linguistic information using XML, such as the four-level model of interlinear text ([4], [17]) and the GOLD ontology ([12]).

The structure of this paper is as follows. We begin by surveying paradigms as they are used in the literature on language documentation and description. Next, we briefly review previous work on modelling tabular linguistic structures, before developing our own formal model. This model is used as the basis for an XML representation, and we explore the use of XSLT stylesheets for visualization. We conclude with a discussion of issues for further research.
2. PARADIGM SURVEY

In this section the results of a survey of paradigms in linguistic description are presented, beginning with simple two-dimensional paradigms, where possible analyses are constrained, then simple three dimensional occurrences, and finally more complex paradigms.

2.1 Simple Paradigms

A simple paradigmatic form is found in a representation of personal pronouns in Hua [15], shown in Figure 2(a). The horizontal axis is labelled with the various cases, while the vertical axis indicates a combination of person and number, and each cell contains corresponding word-forms. This type of layout makes it easy both to retrieve specific information (e.g. that the 2sg benefactive pronoun in Hua is ‘gai-si’) and to identify certain patterns (e.g. that the citation forms are all suffixed by ‘-a’ and the 1pl forms are prefixed by ‘r’).

A similar presentation is found in the collection of data showing related word forms in four Polynesian languages shown in Figure 2(b) [9]. The languages themselves are labelled along the vertical axis, and the horizontal axis labels the items numerically. The content of the right-most column could be interpreted either as a ‘header’ giving the English gloss for the word-forms, or as a fifth language column which is not explicitly labelled.

The Diyari paradigm in Figure 2(c) shows a range of different stems and their inflected forms [2]. The layout is similar to that of the Hua paradigm, however some cells contain cross-references rather than word-forms, for example where the “ALL” form is represented by “=LOC” for certain groups, and the “DAT” form as “=ALL” in certain groups. Also, there is a combination of two forms for “woman’s name” from ‘NOM’ and ‘ACC’ to a single ‘ABS’ form. Rows are labelled with both numbering and glossing (e.g. “5. stick”). There is a separation of rows into three groups, where the third group shows only the locative, allative and ablative forms, and both grammatical (“Temp. Loc.”) and lexical (“today”) information is given in the row header.

The Cherokee syllabary in Figure 2(d) lays out the onset of each syllable on the horizontal axis and the nucleus in the vertical axis [11]. However, only the vertical axis is labelled with the nucleus forms (e.g. ‘-a’, ‘-e’, etc.), while the onset forms of the horizontal axis are not labelled, but rather in each column the Cherokee character is listed with its syllable form. The inclusion of this information is informative only when there are two representations for the syllable, such as ‘da’ and ‘ta’, where the voicing component needs to be specified. Some other representations of the same data label both axes, rendering the phonetic representation redundant. Besides these voicing distinctions, there are other non-standard cells, such as the ‘na’ form which has two alternate forms, ‘na’ and ‘nah’, an extra form for ‘si’ with no nucleus, and a gap where ‘ni’ would be predicted.

2.2 Three-Dimensional Paradigms

The paradigms presented in Figure 3 go beyond the simple horizontal and vertical axes of the previous samples, yet they are still represented visually in similar ways. The Kanarese sample [21] shows the distinction between caste and regional dialects of this language. The paradigm shows two binary distinctions, with each of six word forms (labelled along the vertical axis) shown by caste (Brahmin or non-Brahmin) and by region (Dharwar or Bangalore). The samples from Russian [20] and Qafar [16] both show simple two-dimensional paradigms but have two different verbs represented in the same tabular structure. In the Russian case, showing stress exchange in singular and plural forms of monosyllabic neuter noun stems, the ‘okin’ and ‘mesto’ forms are in separate “cells” within the table. In case of Qafar, showing mood inflections in two classes of verb, the two forms are paired within each co-ordinate point. The Qafar sample also contains empty cells, where the requestive forms are only presented in the first person, and the imperative and jussive forms are in complementary distribution with regard to the second person forms.

The consonant chart of the International Phonetic Association [1], labels the place of articulation along the horizontal axis and manner of articulation along the vertical axis. However, within the cells there is a voicing distinction, which is noted below the table in prose, and must be inferred from spacing or alignment within the cells where only one form is given. Also, empty cells indicate the absence of specific symbols in certain places, while shading is used to indicate ‘impossible’ articulations.

The phoneme chart of Warumungu in Figure 4(a) gives both phonetic (represented by square brackets and aligned left within the cell) and orthographic (represented by boldface type and aligned right within the cell) forms [19]. Both place of articulation (conventionally labelled along the horizontal axis) and manner (vertical) are explicitly labelled, and non-existing forms are left blank. There is a sub-class of the category ‘stop’ which distinguishes three different types (long voiceless, short voiceless, short voiced), however none of the other manners of articulation have such distinctions.

Sub-classes are also evident in the Anejom pronoun paradigm in Figure 4(c) [18], however in this case each subset (singular, dual, etc.) is repeated in each category, giving a third dimension. Where forms are not possible (i.e. singular forms of 1.INC), this is indicated with a dash.

A more complex paradigm is found with the French example in Figure 4(b). Here, only gender and number are labelled on the horizontal and vertical axes, yet each ‘cell’ contains example phrases showing three different cases and two different languages (French and English). The result is a four-dimensional paradigm represented visually as a two-dimensional table [10].

2.4 Discussion

The preceding survey has covered several issues. We review the major ones here: providing a complete description of the paradigm; describing the assumptions of cell interpretations; parameterising the presentation of the model; and extending the model to perform more complex operations.

To provide a complete description of the paradigm, a model must handle multi-dimensionality. Examples of four dimensional paradigms exist (as in the French example given above) and a greater number of dimensions are possible. Within each dimension there must be allowance for sub-classes, such as those shown in the Warumungu and Anejom examples.

Inherent assumptions about the interpretation of cell content may be complex, for example the inclusion of both the syllable and character in the Cherokee example, as well as multiple units within certain cells. The Russian and Qafar
Table 27.1 Personal pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Benefactive</th>
<th>Ergative</th>
<th>Genitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg.</td>
<td>dgai-a</td>
<td>dgai-si'</td>
<td>dgai-'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2sg.</td>
<td>kgai-a</td>
<td>kgai-si'</td>
<td>kgai-'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3sg.</td>
<td>gai-a</td>
<td>gai-si'</td>
<td>gai-'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1du.</td>
<td>ra'agai-a</td>
<td>ra'agai-si'</td>
<td>ra'agai-'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/3du.</td>
<td>pa'agai-a</td>
<td>pa'agai-si'</td>
<td>pa'agai-'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl.</td>
<td>rgai-a</td>
<td>rgai-si'</td>
<td>rgai-'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/3pl.</td>
<td>pgai-a</td>
<td>pgai-si'</td>
<td>pgai-'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Hua personal pronouns (Haiman 1998:544).

(b) Polynesian cognate forms (Crowley 1992:91).

Table 3.3 Diyari case forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>ERG</th>
<th>NOM</th>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>ALL</th>
<th>ABL</th>
<th>DAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>kana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>kawadai</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>kawada</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>kawadai</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>kawadai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>woman's name</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>man's name</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>kana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>stick</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
<td>wajamag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>young man</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>boy</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
<td>kana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Diyari case forms (Austin 1981:51).

Figure 2: Examples of simple paradigms.

A. Cherokee

-\( -a \) -\( -e \) -\( -i \) -\( -o \) -\( -u \) -\( -v = [\$] \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tongan</th>
<th>Samoan</th>
<th>Rarotongan</th>
<th>Hawaiian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tapu</td>
<td>tapu</td>
<td>tape</td>
<td>kapu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pito</td>
<td>pute</td>
<td>pito</td>
<td>piko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puhi</td>
<td>feula</td>
<td>pu?i</td>
<td>puhia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tafa'aki</td>
<td>tafa</td>
<td>ta'a</td>
<td>kaha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ta'le</td>
<td>tae</td>
<td>tae</td>
<td>kae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tanata</td>
<td>tanata</td>
<td>tanata</td>
<td>kanaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tahi</td>
<td>tahi</td>
<td>tahi</td>
<td>kai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malohi</td>
<td>malohi</td>
<td>ka'a</td>
<td>?aha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kalo</td>
<td>kalo</td>
<td>karo</td>
<td>?alo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aka</td>
<td>a'na</td>
<td>aka</td>
<td>a'na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ahu</td>
<td>au</td>
<td>au</td>
<td>au</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Cherokee syllabary (Daniels 2001:65).
Table 2. Regional and caste differences in Kanarese

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brahmin</th>
<th>non-Brahmin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dharwar</td>
<td>Bangalore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'it is'</td>
<td>ađo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'inside'</td>
<td>-olage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infinitive affix</td>
<td>-likke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>participle affix</td>
<td>-ō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'sit'</td>
<td>kūt-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reflexive</td>
<td>kō</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Regional and caste differences in Kanarese (Trudgill 1974:36).

(b) Stress exchange patterns in Russian (Spencer 1998:137).

Figure 3: Samples of three-dimensional paradigms.

4.

(c) Mood in Qafar (Hayward 1998:638).

(d) IPA consonant chart (IPA 1993).
(a) Warumungu phonetic chart (Simpson 1998:710)

(b) French concord (Crowley, Siegel et al. 1995:322)

(c) Anejom pronouns (Lynch 1998:106)

Figure 4: Examples of more complex paradigms.
examples show single paradigms including more than one lexical item. The Diyari example has some cell contents given as word forms and others as cross-references. The interpretation of empty cells is also variable, and a model must encode the linguistic intuition regarding systematic gaps. Empty cells may be the result of either incomplete data, non-existing values (as in Warumungu, Qafar) or impossible values (as in IPA, Anejom). The model must distinguish between each of these scenarios. The model must also handle the various non-Roman scripts common to linguistic description.

Parameterising the presentation of the data is important in paradigms which are constrained by convention (as in IPA and Warumungu) as well as those with more flexibility in layout (as in the reversal of horizontal and vertical axes between Hua and Qafar). The model should allow extensions such as templating of conventional or standard layouts. Selection and ordering of elements and inclusion or exclusion of row and column headings should be definable by the user, and a general model needs to allow for a wide range of practice, such as the use of labels or numbering of items in the Polynesian and Diyari examples. The ability to choose an appropriate ordering or to customise the layout allows the user to draw contrast between different properties of the paradigm. For example, the Kanarese paradigm shows the caste distinction above the regional distinction, where the data could be visualised differently to make a contrasting point. The model must allow operations which constrain display to subsets of the given data model, such as constraining the presentation of the French paradigm to show just one phrase or one language.

As has been seen there is enormous diversity in the nature and presentation of linguistic paradigms. The versatility and extendibility of the model is essential because the display of exceptional or incomplete sets is as important or as has been seen there is enormous diversity in the nature and presentation of linguistic paradigms. The versatility and extendibility of the model is essential because the display of exceptional or incomplete data, non-existing values (as in Warumungu, Qafar) or impossible values (as in IPA, Anejom). The model must distinguish between each of these scenarios. The model must also handle the various non-Roman scripts common to linguistic description.

4. REPRESENTING PARADIGMS

In spite of their variety, linguistic paradigms simply represent an association between linguistic forms and linguistic categories. For example, in the German definite article paradigm in Figure 1, the form *den* is categorized as masculine singular accusative and as dative plural. Systematic changes in layout, such as interchanging rows and columns, or flipping axes, do not affect the associations between forms and categories. Accordingly, we can view a paradigm as a function mapping a vector of properties to a form as follows:

\[ f : \text{masc, sg, acc} \to \text{den} \]

Generalizing, let \( D_0 \ldots D_n \) be a set of linguistic properties (or domains). Then a paradigm is a function:

\[ f : D_1 \times \cdots \times D_n \to D_0 \]

Let \( D_3 = \{\text{masc, fem, neut}\} \), \( D_2 = \{\text{sg, pl}\} \), and \( D_1 = \{\text{nom, acc, gen, dat}\} \). Also, let \( D_0 = \{\text{der, die, das, ...}\} \). We can now write down the functional representation of the German paradigm as shown in Figure 5.

Observe that the original paradigm display in Figure 1 is a compact view of this table. It shows the domain values just once, and dispenses with the gender property for the plural forms.

Now, the above representation is just a relational table with schema German Paradigm(*gender*, *number*, *case*, *form*). We can use relational algebra to extract the columns of the original paradigm display, e.g.:
5. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, an encoding model developed for representing and displaying linguistic paradigms is presented here, and its utility demonstrated. To illustrate, the Kanarese paradigm discussed earlier is used as a case study to demonstrate some of the issues involved in implementing a general model for paradigms.

An initial distinction is useful here. We differentiate between the encoded base data; the memory-resident abstract representation of the paradigm; and the browser-rendered output. The first section describes the memory-resident, or DOM\[5\], representation of the paradigm. The second section discusses an intermediate form of the XML\[8\] data which is used to simplify the presentational rendering. The third section includes a discussion of the transformational process which generates a browser-rendered XHTML\[7\] document from the intermediate representation. The fourth section describes the integration of these documents and transforms into a software system on the web, and the final section discusses the software architecture which provides the machinery in previous sections.

5.1 An XML Representation of the Paradigm

An adequate model for representing linguistic paradigms must preserve the underlying properties of the paradigm. That is, the model must preserve relationships between each cell and each heading. Consider an interpretation of the cell containing ‘ide’ in Figure 3(a), which represents the Brahmin caste in Bangalore. The headings related to the cell (Kanarese, Brahmin and Bangalore) constrain the possible interpretations of the cell. Describing each cell with row or column headings as coordinates uniquely identifies that cell and preserves every constraint placed on its content. A complete model must also represent the implicit relationships between headings such as the association between Dharwar and Bangalore in Figure 3(a). The DOM representation visualised in Figure 6 expresses completely both the content and relationships of the associated Kanarese paradigm.

The XML element named “attributes” contains a vocabulary of terms for each heading in the name and value elements. As such, the category ‘caste’ which was not present in the original paradigm (though it was in the label), has values ‘Brahmin’ and ‘non-Brahmin’. The “form” element of the XML representation describes a set of constraints that uniquely identifies each cell in the paradigm. Each attribute element in the form section has a name-value pair which correlates to an element in the attributes section.

Typically, a paradigm such as the Kanarese example as found in the literature represents only a single view of the underlying data. An essential requirement for the XML representation is that it must not constrain the possible ways of displaying the data.

5.2 A Simplified Intermediate Form

The XML encoding model is useless unless there is a viable technique for visualising and manipulating the paradigm. The underlying XML representation structure is not suitable for tabular display. Use of an XSLT\[6\] transform is

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
D_1 & D_2 & D_3 & D_0 \\
\hline
\text{gender} & \text{number} & \text{case} & \text{form} \\
\hline
\text{masc} & \text{sg} & \text{nom} & \text{der} \\
\text{masc} & \text{sg} & \text{acc} & \text{den} \\
\text{masc} & \text{sg} & \text{gen} & \text{des} \\
\text{masc} & \text{sg} & \text{dat} & \text{dem} \\
\text{masc} & \text{pl} & \text{nom} & \text{die} \\
\text{masc} & \text{pl} & \text{acc} & \text{die} \\
\text{masc} & \text{pl} & \text{gen} & \text{der} \\
\text{masc} & \text{pl} & \text{dat} & \text{den} \\
\text{fem} & \text{sg} & \text{nom} & \text{die} \\
\text{fem} & \text{sg} & \text{acc} & \text{die} \\
\text{fem} & \text{sg} & \text{gen} & \text{der} \\
\text{fem} & \text{sg} & \text{dat} & \text{der} \\
\text{fem} & \text{pl} & \text{nom} & \text{die} \\
\text{fem} & \text{pl} & \text{acc} & \text{die} \\
\text{fem} & \text{pl} & \text{gen} & \text{der} \\
\text{fem} & \text{pl} & \text{dat} & \text{den} \\
\text{neut} & \text{sg} & \text{nom} & \text{das} \\
\text{neut} & \text{sg} & \text{acc} & \text{das} \\
\text{neut} & \text{sg} & \text{gen} & \text{des} \\
\text{neut} & \text{sg} & \text{dat} & \text{dem} \\
\text{neut} & \text{pl} & \text{nom} & \text{die} \\
\text{neut} & \text{pl} & \text{acc} & \text{die} \\
\text{neut} & \text{pl} & \text{gen} & \text{der} \\
\text{neut} & \text{pl} & \text{dat} & \text{den} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Figure 5: Function for the German Paradigm

\[
\{ s \mid t \in \text{GermanParadigm} \land t[\text{number}] = \text{sg} \\
\land t[\text{gender}] = \text{masc} \land t[\text{case}] = s[\text{case}] \land t[\text{form}] = s[\text{form}] \}
\]

\[
= \{ (\text{nom, der}), (\text{acc, den}), (\text{gen, des}), (\text{dat, dem}) \}
\]

The same query is expressed in SQL as follows:

```
SELECT case, form
FROM GermanParadigm
WHERE number = "sg"
AND gender = "masc".
```

A more convenient way to map from this abstract representation to the range of visualizations is to use standard XML technologies. The relational table can be trivially represented in XML as follows:

```
<paradigm>
  
  <form>
    <attribute name="gender" value="masc"/>
    <attribute name="number" value="sg"/>
    <attribute name="case" value="nom"/>
    <attribute name="form" value="der"/>
  </form>

  ...

</paradigm>
```

XSLT transforms can then be used to convert the material to HTML, or some other presentational markup language, for delivery to users. Using this approach we will accomplish a round-trip: from existing visualizations (surveyed in §2); to an abstract underlying form (discussed in this section); and back to visualizations. It remains for us to provide this final step. This is the topic of the next section.
proposed, which maps the original structure to a hierarchical structure while maintaining the integrity and completeness of the original data. The new hierarchical structure is conceptually equivalent to a decision tree. Figure 7 shows a partial decision tree representation for Kanarese and figure 8(b) and 8(a) two views of the equivalent XML representation. Figure 8(b) shows how the tree is balanced like the decision tree in Figure 7. Figure 8(a) provides a depth first traversal of the tree, which shows that the structure is capable of handling unlimited depths of recursion.

5.3 Paradigm Visualisation
Presentation of the hierarchy is non-trivial as the nuances of implicit design decisions quickly become apparent. The display of headings and choice of axes (which produce a portrait or landscape orientation in tables) are purely arbitrary, although for ease of recognition, we present examples which are similar to conventional linguistic paradigms in the literature. Essentially another XSLT document translates the hierarchical structure into XHTML for a web browser to display.

One of the most challenging tasks for displaying an n-dimensional hierarchy as a table is choosing the number of dimensions to encode at each level. A three-dimensional table has two equivalent representations of its data: a two-dimensional table with a one-dimensional vector in each cells (Figure 9(a)); and a one-dimensional vector with two-dimensional tables in each cell (Figure 9(b)). A two-dimensional table is also equivalent to a one-dimensional vector of one-dimensional vectors as shown in Figures 9(c) and 9(d). The XSLT model developed starts at the root and attempts to fit the highest dimension table possible. The process continues recursively until every leaf is encoded. Figure 10(b) and 10(a) show the underlying XHTML structure of one such representation. A review of Figures 8(b) and 8(a) show the intermediate representation is almost mirrored in the XHTML output. There are two significant differences, the order of the nodes are transformed as discussed in the next section and the table markup is added at least every two steps down the tree (See Figure 10(a)).

Two views of the Kanarese paradigm visualised in a standard web browser using the aforementioned transformations are shown in Figures 11(a) and 11(b). The complete system allows arbitrary arrangement of axes by the user.

To display a two dimensional table in XHTML requires each row to be generated independently as shown in Figure 10(a). This creates problems when generating a table using XSLT because of the difficulty of accessing nodes across different branches of the tree. Figure 12 shows the correspondence between the nodes from the hierarchy and the position in the table. This problem has been solved for two dimensional tables but remains for higher dimensional tables, where headings are repeated in multiple. This is an acceptable but not optimal result, and possible solutions are being devised. The XSLT transforms are available at [http://www.cs.mu.oz.au/research/lt/-projects/paradigms](http://www.cs.mu.oz.au/research/lt/-projects/paradigms), with a prototype implementation available at [http://rimmer.cs.mu.oz.au:3051/paradigms](http://rimmer.cs.mu.oz.au:3051/paradigms).

5.4 Software System Architecture
The overall objective of the implementation is to enable the generation of paradigms by querying interlinear text sources, such as those proposed by [4] and [17]. The query

---

![Figure 6: A partial DOM representation of the Kanarese paradigm.](image)
Figure 7: A partial decision tree for the Kanarese paradigm.

Figure 8: A hierarchical presentation of the Kanarese paradigm.
(a) A one dimensional vector of two dimensional tables.

(b) A two dimensional table of a one dimensional vectors.

(c) A two dimensional table.

(d) A two dimensional table.

Figure 9: A sequence of different tabular representations.

Figure 10: Different views of the XHTML representation of the Kanarese paradigm.
Figure 11: The Kanarese paradigm viewed through a web browser.
would generate the XML representation of the paradigm, and subsequently transform the paradigm according to display preferences.

Figure 13 shows the system with a model-view-controller (MVC) architecture. The ‘model’ component is comprised of the XML representation of the paradigm and the transformation which creates a hierarchical XML file. The transform that produces an XHTML document for the web browser is the ‘view’ component. Other components that are possible are indicated in Figure 13. The ‘controller’ component is an XSLT style sheet containing the transformation logic, which is responsible for parameterising user input in order to generate the appropriate visualisation.

6. FUTURE WORK
This section describes a number of areas for future work on the paradigm model as described in this paper. We believe that a linguistically-grounded and computationally implemented model will enable linguists to manipulate and manage linguistic data in new ways. There are several areas in which further work is required: extending the model and implementation to support the full range of observations made in the survey; creating methods for constructing paradigms; enabling queries of the model; and developing a systematic model for user interactions.

The survey identified many features of paradigm visualization that are not yet supported by our implementation. For instance, the German paradigm in Figure 1 collapses gender distinctions in the plural form. To get this display using the current implementation we would have to collapse gender and number into a single domain having four values: masc-sg, fem-sg, neut-sg, pl. The existence of a mapping for linguistic paradigms to a relational model opens up the possibility of using integrity constraints to capture such patterns in the data. For instance, we can require that the distinction between masculine and feminine is not made in the plural as follows:

\[ \{t \mid t \in \text{GermanParadigm} \land t[\text{number}] = \text{‘plural’} \land t[\text{masc}] \neq t[\text{fem}]\} = \emptyset \]

The implementation would also need to be extended to exploit such constraints.

There are two methods for creating paradigms, through transformations from existing encoded data or direct data entry. Transformations are ideal in the case of fieldwork where data is prepared as an interlinear text or lexicon. The basis of the transform is either annotation (e.g. select all masculine pronouns and compare to feminine pronouns) or formula (e.g. select all words beginning ‘un-’). There is an obvious preference toward data entry when features are only evident from manually selected data. The first scenario brings challenges in the areas of linguistic analysis, information retrieval and artificial intelligence. The second relates to user models and intelligent interfaces. These are not contradictory goals, however, yet integrating both of these objectives into a single system remains an goal for future work.

In one sense the division between creating, viewing and editing data is arbitrary. Building a system that supports seamless integration with querying is more challenging. Immediate plans include investigating different data views such as data slices. Research will include investigating the application of XML query technologies to paradigm data.

There are a range of low level implementation issues which are not addressed at the time of writing, including the removal of redundant column and row headings, handling and displaying incomplete data, sorting, displaying partial information, displaying information for printed output and including more complex data. The first issue is the most pressing and the authors have every confidence of developing a model which better handles high-level headings. Not only must the model handle incomplete data it must also provide a mechanism for indicating the reasons for incomplete data.
7. CONCLUSION
We have shown that a general model for linguistic paradigms can be conceived, and handle a wide range of conventional representations. An XML expression of the encoding model, together with relevant XSL machinery, provides a powerful tool for the exploration of flexible paradigmatic data in a fashion difficult to achieve in other contexts.
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APPENDIX

A. KANARESE PARADIGM IN XML

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE document SYSTEM "para1.dtd">
<document>
  <attributes>
    <name name="caste" to="portrait">
      <value value="Brahmin"/>
      <value value="non-Brahmin"/>
    </name>
    <name name="town" to="portrait">
      <value value="Dharwar"/>
      <value value="Bangalore"/>
    </name>
    <name name="morpheme" to="landscape">
      <value value="it is"/>
      <value value="reflexive"/>
    </name>
    <name name="content" to="portrait">
      <value value="-a"/>
      <value value="kut-"/>
    </name>
  </attributes>
  <paradigm>
    <form>
      <attribute name="caste" value="Brahmin"/>
      <attribute name="town" value="Dharwar"/>
      <attribute name="morpheme" value="it is"/>
      <attribute name="content" value="ede"/>
    </form>
    <form>
      <attribute name="caste" value="Brahmin"/>
      <attribute name="town" value="Dharwar"/>
      <attribute name="morpheme" value="inside"/>
      <attribute name="content" value="-olage"/>
    </form>
    <form>
      <attribute name="caste" value="Brahmin"/>
      <attribute name="town" value="Dharwar"/>
      <attribute name="morpheme" value="infinitive affix"/>
      <attribute name="content" value="-likke"/>
    </form>
    <form>
      <attribute name="caste" value="Brahmin"/>
      <attribute name="town" value="Dharwar"/>
      <attribute name="morpheme" value="participle affix"/>
      <attribute name="content" value="-o"/>
    </form>
    .
    <form>
      <attribute name="caste" value="non-Brahmin"/>
      <attribute name="town" value="Bangalore"/>
      <attribute name="morpheme" value="reflexive"/>
    </form>
  </paradigm>
</document>
```
B. KANARESE PARADIGM DTD

```xml
<!ELEMENT attribute EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST attribute
  name (caste|content|morpheme|town) #REQUIRED
  value CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT attributes (name)+>
<!ELEMENT document (attributes,paradigm)>
<!ELEMENT form (attribute)+>
<!ELEMENT name (value)+>
<!ATTLIST name
  name NMTOKEN #REQUIRED
  to NMTOKEN #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT paradigm (form)+>
<!ELEMENT value EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST value value CDATA #REQUIRED>
```